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Abstract: This paper presents UXmood, a tool that provides quantitative and qualitative information
to assist researchers and practitioners in the evaluation of user experience and usability. The tool
uses and combines data from video, audio, interaction logs and eye trackers, presenting them
in a configurable dashboard on the web. The UXmood works analogously to a media player,
in which evaluators can review the entire user interaction process, fast-forwarding irrelevant sections
and rewinding specific interactions to repeat them if necessary. Besides, sentiment analysis techniques
are applied to video, audio and transcribed text content to obtain insights on the user experience
of participants. The main motivations to develop UXmood are to support joint analysis of usability
and user experience, to use sentiment analysis for supporting qualitative analysis, to synchronize
different types of data in the same dashboard and to allow the analysis of user interactions from any
device with a web browser. We conducted a user study to assess the data communication efficiency
of the visualizations, which provided insights on how to improve the dashboard.
Keywords: user experience evaluation; multimodal sentiment analysis; information visualization;
dashboard

1. Introduction
User acceptance of certain products, services or techniques is vital for their adoption [1], and one
way to understand users’ opinions is to conduct tests that measure acceptance with quantitative or
qualitative metrics. Quantitative metrics include accuracy and time to perform certain tasks, and they
are collected primarily through automated logs or observations. Qualitative metrics include factors
such as confidence, efficiency, satisfaction and they can be collected through a variety of methods
such as questionnaires, interviews, video recordings, images, body movements (e.g., eye tracking)
and psycho-physiological clues [2].
Although usability is an essential concept for evaluating system adoption, an ongoing challenge
for some researchers is how to gauge users’ emotional acceptance of systems and products [2].
According to Hartson and Pyla [3], the idea of studying emotional factors in product acceptance
is not new (even being included in ISO 9241-11 [4]) and analysts usually measure such factors through
qualitative user satisfaction questionnaires. However, a study on the outcome of these questionnaires
indicates that the answers are more intellectual than emotional [2], suggesting that automatic and
objective methods may collect more reliable information about the user’s feelings. One technique that
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stands out as a novel method for user experience evaluation is sentiment analysis [5], which associates
the reactions of the user using the system with emotions or polarizations [2].
Current technologies allow UX evaluators to collect a large set of data during system tests—such as
videos, audios and interaction logs—to find patterns and gain insights on user experience. Given these
data, several automatic extraction methods can be used to generate data about users’ emotions [6],
classifying them as anger, sadness, happiness, fear, surprise, disgust, contempt, or neutrality [7].
According to Hussain [8] this process of emotion recognition can be—(1) based on physiological
factors, seeking to understand the user’s emotional involvement through a joint analysis of data
from various sensors, such as Eye-Tracker, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), or Electromyography
(EMG); (2) video-based, which analyzes facial expressions and body language in live or recorded
footages; and (3) audio-based, collecting and analyzing vocal parameters and spoken content through
a microphone. However, the technical knowledge involved in running those algorithms and in
interpreting the results can be a significant deterrent to the adoption of this technology.
Managing complex data and using machine learning algorithms can be a nontrivial task,
especially for UX evaluators that do not have a computer science background. The UX specialists
can easily get lost in a mountain of user data, making it difficult to extract relevant insights about
the system or product under test [3,9,10]. Our point of view is that current research in computational
methods, such as sentiment analysis, should be made more accessible to all practitioners and
not an exclusivity of analysts with a high-level of data literacy [11]. This democratization of UX
computational techniques would not only beneficial for the industry, as the generation of insights upon
systems and products would be enhanced but also to research itself, as the increased adoption of such
techniques could promote real-world feedback that is vital for novel contributions. In order to achieve
this dissemination of computational techniques, researchers need to develop more frameworks, models,
tools, and architectures that integrate them into the workflow of UX practitioners while encapsulating
the computational knowledge involved.
Thus, this paper presents UXmood—an information visualization tool to assist specialists in
the evaluation of user experience and usability of systems. The tool combines and synchronizes
data from video, audio, text, eye tracker and interaction logs, presenting them in a configurable
dashboard on the web. The UX specialist can use the UXmood from any device with a web browser
to review the media footage of participants interacting with the system. The interface of the tool is
a dashboard with a set of coordinated visualization techniques that allows the correlation of data from
different data scenarios, such as eye-tracking fixations, sentiment analysis of video frames and mouse
interaction logs. Additionally, the tool automatically applies sentiment analysis techniques for video,
audio and text content to generate extra information on the quality of user experience. The way that
UXmood synchronizes and presents the data not only makes the evaluation of user experience and
usability more accessible—since no knowledge about sentiment analysis algorithms is needed—but
also easier to grasp for UX specialists—since visualizations synthesize the gathered information in
a more human-readable form.
We conducted a user study to asses the data communication efficiency of the visualizations in the
dashboard in the form of an online questionnaire. The questionnaire data provided relevant insights
about the dashboard that can guide a redesign to improve the tool’s overall usability.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background information on some
fundamental concepts of this research, namely usability, user experience, multimodal sentiment
analysis, eye-tracking and information visualization (InfoVis) techniques; Section 3 shows related
works, comparing UXmood with existing tools and methods; Section 4 describes the architecture of the
tool and explains how the data is uploaded, processed and viewed through various InfoVis techniques
and interactions (such as filters and on-demand details); Section 5 presents the methodology of a user
study to assess the efficiency of UXmood in communicating information; Section 6 discuss the findings
of the user study; and Section 7 concludes the paper by discussing the UXmood features and providing
future directions of work.
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2. Theoretical Foundation
This section includes some background on usability, user experience, multimodal sentiment
analysis and data visualization. These concepts are essential for the full comprehension of the
remainder of the paper, as each of them correlates to functionalities of UXmood.
2.1. Usability
Usability is defined in ISO 9241-110 [4], which describes the extent to which a product can be used
by a specific user to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. According to
Sauro [12], the most common efficiency and effectiveness metrics collected in usability tests are task
completion rates, errors and task execution time. Satisfaction is related to the perceived ease of use of
the system and is commonly measured through questionnaires applied after the test procedures.
According to Sauro and Lewis [13], there are two main types of usability testing—(1) those that
find and fix usability problems (formative tests) and (2) those that describe an application’s usability
through metrics (summative tests). Summative tests usually present tasks to participants, tracking the
completion time and encountered problems, to determine if the task was completed. Summative tests
can be further subdivided into two types [13]—Benchmark and Comparative.
The UXmood model supports the structure of summative tests, meaning that the system expects
a task-oriented evaluation data. When uploading data to UXmood (e.g., video of the user’s face during
the test, audio, eye-tracking), the analyst may choose to slice the data into subsections that correspond
to the tasks of the summative test. The length of the slice determines the task execution time and the
analyst can also input if the tasks were successful in order to analyze completion rate and errors.
2.2. User Experience
According to ISO 9241-110 [4], user experience (UX) is defined as a person’s perceptions and
responses regarding the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service [14]. User experience
assessments can reveal aspects of user interaction with the product or system, such as effectiveness
(if the user is able to complete the task), efficiency (the amount of effort required to complete the
task) or satisfaction (the degree of happiness the user reports regarding their experience of interacting
with the product or system). Additionally, UX assessments can also reveal users’ patterns, behaviors
and attitudes during the interaction process [15], which is an analytical challenge since people are
different and have different adaptive capacities.
To measure user experience, Alves et al. [16] suggest that the main methods used are observation,
think aloud, contextual, interviews/inquiries, prototyping, task analysis, cognitive walkthrough
and questionnaires. Conventional methods for collecting and subsequently assessing user opinions
are post-interaction, as a retrospective verbal or written self-report questionnaires [17–19]. However,
despite allowing useful analysis, these methods depend on the users’ interpretation and memory,
as well as the accuracy and quality of the answers [5]. Open interviewing methods [20] can avoid the
confusion generated by the specific questioning process and thus improve the quality of user responses
but do not solve the difficulties mentioned above.
To mitigate these problems, many researchers propose the automated collection of participant test
data for further analysis—such as videos, audios, and interaction logs—to find patterns that relate the
interaction process to users’ satisfaction. In this context, Law et al. [2] proposed expanding the scope
of user experience analysis to include, in addition to usability factors, the emotional factor to provide
new metrics that may better reflect user sentiment while using the system. Despite the challenges of
using this approach [9], there are already several automatic extraction methods that can be used to
generate user sentiment data [6,7] using various sensors [8].
The main focus of UXmood is to present data to help analysts assess user experience through
these automated methods such as sentiment analysis. However, the model also supports the analysis of
traditional qualitative methods, such as observation, interviews and think-aloud, since the analyst can
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use as input the video and audio collected through these methods. We highlight that UXmood is more
effective in analyzing data collected through during-interaction methods as opposed to post-interaction
ones, as the qualitative data can be synchronized with interaction logs to enable joint, temporal analysis
of usability and user experience. For instance, a UX evaluator might reason upon the tests through
a replay of the user interaction and analyze the user speech in a think-aloud protocol through text
visualizations in the dashboard at the same time.
2.3. Multimodal Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is an area that studies the classification of people’s sentiment through data to
identify a person’s emotional state at a given time [21]. According to Mohammad and Turney [22],
sentiment can be defined as an organic response of varying duration and intensity, which can be
analyzed to generate results such as emotions and polarization. Ekman [7] identifies and classifies
primary emotions in a discrete and octal model (happy, surprise, neutral, fear, sad, angry, disgust,
and contempt). Polarization represents the degree of positivity or negativity, for example, how positive
a phrase was (text), or how negative a facial expression was (video). In this case, the result is discrete
and ternary (positive, negative, and neutral) [21].
There are several approaches to sentiment analysis. The first ones performed text classification
through dictionaries that directly measure valence, alertness, and dominance associated with affective
reaction [23]. However, the most modern sentiment analysis approaches focus on the use of automated
techniques to extract subjective information [6] from data of different types, such as text, audio
and video. When the approach uses more than one type of data, it is called a multimodal approach
and they can infer the sentiment through a single classifier or a classifier for each data type.
When inferring sentiment from video data, the main task is the recognition of facial expressions,
where classifiers try to identify pre-defined expressions [24]. In audio, the sentiment analysis of
spoken statements can be done in two ways—(1) by searching for emotional cues using machine
learning strategies to classify sentiments through sound properties such as pitch, volume and timbre;
or (2) by analyzing the content of the speech [25], applying emotion recognition techniques on the
text transcription using lexical dictionaries [26] or machine learning algorithms trained on semantic
analysis and word statistics [27].
The UXmood tool applies sentiment analysis techniques and algorithms to infer emotions and
polarizations from video, audio and text data automatically. The model classifies sentiments from
slices of video, audio and transcribed speech, presenting them as unified by a multimodal committee of
classifiers. In this way, UX analysts can see the sentiment of the user at any given moment, correlating
it to the interaction at hand through logs (e.g., eye-tracking or mouse tracking) to reason upon the
aspects of the product under test that trigger emotional reactions. Qualitative data is also augmented
with sentiment analysis, as the text visualizations in the dashboard also show the sentiment of the user
while answering questions or interviews.
2.4. Information Visualization Techniques
Information (or data) visualization is an area that seeks to create, from abstract data, an interactive
visual scenario that helps the data analyst to understand the data and its relationships, facilitating
search, exploration, analysis and communication tasks such as pattern discovery, outliers, trends
and comparison.
According to Shneiderman [28], an InfoVis tool should provide the user with,
at least—data overview, filter, zoom, details on-demand, action history and extraction of a subset of
the data. One of these data visualization tools is the dashboard. According to Few [29], the dashboard
is a panel of visualizations of the most critical data needed to achieve one or more objectives,
usually organized on a single screen and which can be analyzed quickly without many interactions
or configurations.
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The UXmood tool presents a dashboard of coordinated visualizations to depict information
about usability and user experience. Filters and selections are shared across the dashboard and all
visualizations show the sentiment of the user through a categorical color scale, enabling a correlation of
data from multiple views. The position of the visualizations can be configured, even allowing analysis
on multiple screens.
3. Related Works
A literature review was performed to identify the state-of-the-art of works that correlate the
themes of user experience (UX) evaluation, UX based on multimodal sentiment analysis, information
visualization techniques, and UX using sensors (eye tracker, mouse tracker). For this, searches were
carried out in the Google Scholar and in the main repositories of scientific articles—Science Direct,
IEEExplore and ACM Digital Library, covering the period from 2009 to 2019. We filtered the results
based on their accordance with the research theme. For example, articles that dealt only with usability
evaluation, physical product evaluation, three-dimensional environments or sentiment analysis applied
to areas such as marketing or advertising, were disregarded. The focus was on finding papers that
included sentiment analysis and visualizations applied to UX research and practice. Surveys were not
included in this review and only the 25 most similar articles regarding methods or tools were chosen,
based on title reading, abstract and introduction.
The papers were organized and reviewed according to six groups—Quantitative Data,
Qualitative Data, Sentiment Analysis, Evaluation type, Visualization Technique and Others (Table 1).
This classification assists in the discovery of patterns and gaps in the literature, as well as comparing
the characteristics of UXmood with the selected works.
Among the analyzed works, only a few [8,30,31] use multimodal sentiment analysis techniques to
evaluate user experience or usability. The more common type of classification is textual, whether in
audio transcription or product reviews on the Internet [1,8,30–34]. References [8,30,31,33,35] record the
user’s face for use in sentiment analysis algorithms based on facial expressions. User speech capture
is present in six works [8,30–33,36] but only four works [8,30,31,36] use audio features to perform
sentiment analysis.
References [1,8,30,35–40] present some data visualization techniques to represent the results,
with the most common being wordcloud, heatmap, and histogram. Only two studies [8,36] use
sensors, such as eye trackers, to identify the area that the user is observing. Almost half of the
studies [1,2,8,32,33,41–46] use some form of questionnaire to obtain qualitative information about user
experience or usability. The vast majority of studies perform in loco evaluation, with the specialist
observing the test in the same location as the participant, except for References [8,30,36], where the
specialist remotely observe user interaction.
Of all the studies, the most similar in functionality are References [8] and [30]. However,
Reference [30] describes a method for product reviews, and UXmood is a tool for reviewing user
tasks. Reference [8] makes use of other sensors such as BCI and electrocardiogram and presents
a sentiment analysis based on all data in a multimodal manner. However, the dashboard of their
work is simple, using only a few, unconnected visualizations to present user data, and lacking
a fine-grained control of the temporal aspect of the test. In comparison, UXmood not only features
a variety of new visualizations but also adds a media player metaphor to control the review of the user
interaction process.
Table 1 presents the related works and categorizes them by quantitative data, qualitative data,
sentiment analysis, type of evaluation, visualization techniques and others. From the table, it is evident
that few studies use multimodal sentiment analysis techniques combined with visualization techniques
to perform a qualitative assessment of the user experience.
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The score column summarizes the number of features present in the tools and methods, using
a linear color mapping to help the comparison of scores across different works. The column shows
that the majority of studies maintain a narrow focus on specific methods while letting many open
gaps, as can be seen by the amount of yellow-coded scores. The score also positions UXmood in the
literature, showing how it gathers more functionalities than similar studies.
Thus, the UXmood tool brings a set of four algorithms for sentiment analysis—considering
the video, audio, text and multimodal data types—to classify data into emotions or polarizations,
suggesting a qualitative evaluation of the user experience through a dashboard composed of six
visualization techniques. UXmood supports interaction logs such as eye and mouse trackers,
combining the sentiment analysis with those logs in a dashboard of connected visualizations. The tool
also combines the quantitative data on time efficiency and accuracy with the sentiment data so
that the evaluators can have a better perception of how participants performed the tasks. UXmood
makes it possible to interact with data through filters, and to play, pause, fast forward and rewind
videos, thus allowing analysts to better understand the user experience in all steps during the
interaction process.
4. UXmood
This section introduces the major features associated with the UXmood tool, such as architecture,
input and output data, modules, and functionalities. The tool aims to present the participants’
interactions and the associated sentiments, as well as quantitative data such as time and correctness,
in performing tasks so that a specialist can evaluate the user experience process. Figure 1 shows
an overview of the tool.
Figure 1 presents the UXmood main interface, consisting of project management menus (A),
an interaction area that allows experts to reproduce user interactions (B), legends to present the visual
coding of data in the visualizations (C), and a visualization area that presents the user interactions,
the sentiments associated with them, and quantitative data about that interaction (D). The tool is
configurable in the choice of dashboard visualizations, and it is even possible to select a set of
visualizations to be arranged on other monitors (Figure 2). The tool is free to use, and is available at
the research group’s website (http://labvis.ufpa.br/uxmood/).
The following sections present the main features and functionalities of UXmood in more detail.
4.1. Architecture
This section covers the architecture of the proposed tool and Figure 3 shows its structure
and modules. The architecture of the tool subdivides into eight main modules, each of them
explained below.
User interface—It is the main interface of the tool, presented in Figure 1. The system sends all
user configurations and interactions to the Communication Manager module.
Communication Manager—This module is responsible for receiving all processing requests from
both the UI and the other modules. After identifying the request type, the module forwards it to be
processed by the responsible module in the application.
Input Data Manager—This module is responsible for accessing and retrieving the audio,
video, and interaction logs required for analysis, returning data from a particular user or task.
Then, the module forwards this data to the Data Processing Manager, Sentiment Analysis Manager
and Data Visualization Manager modules.
Data Processing Manager—This module is responsible for: transcribing audios for later analysis
by the Sentiment Analysis Manager module, synchronizing media for dashboard presentation,
calculating eye-tracking metrics (e.g., fixations and saccades) and any other processing that transforms
or create data.
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Sentiment Analysis Manager—This module is responsible for recognizing user sentiment through
a multimodal classification of audio, video, and transcribed speech data, classifying their emotion or
polarization, and passing this information to the Data Visualization Manager module.

Figure 1. An overview of the main interface of UXmood.

Figure 2. Visualizations configured to be displayed in two monitors.

Data Visualization Manager—This module is responsible for presenting the processed data
through specific visualization techniques—such as word cloud, heatmap and scatterplots—as well as
providing coordinated filter and selection interactions that are applied across all visualizations.
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Configuration Manager—This module is responsible for managing the overall parameters
of the tool, defining which views are visible on the dashboard, the visual coding of the views,
the analyzed sentiment (emotions or polarization), the size of frame jumps video for sentiment
analysis, and the minimum threshold time to consider an eye-tracking fixation.
Project Manager—This module is responsible for creating the entire logical structure of user tests,
organizing it into projects; each project has the specifications of the tasks that compose it and a list of
the users who performed the tasks, along with all the interaction data associated with them.
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Figure 3. UXmood Architecture.

4.2. Technologies
UXmood builds upon several technologies, including those that perform multimodal sentiment
analysis. The sentiment analysis subdivides into four steps—video, audio, transcribed speech
and multimodal—that differ in the type of data it uses and, consequently, in the appropriate technique
to classify it.
In the video analysis, the data type is a video of the user’s face, from which three (non-sequential)
frames per second are extracted for classification by a convolutional neural network described in
the work of Arriaga et al. [17]. In the audio analysis, the data type is a record of the user speech
during interactions, which is pre-processed to cut silence intervals and then forwarded to an emotion
recognition algorithm, such as the one described in the work of Giannakopoulos et al. [51]. In the text
analysis, the tool automatically transcripts the speech from the audio analysis, directing the text
excerpts to a textual sentiment analysis algorithm, such as that in the work of Jain et al. [52].
Any classifier can be used in UXmood, and those that are implemented in the tool are further described
in Section 4.3.4. Finally, in the unified analysis, UXmood aggregates the results of the previous
classifiers through a weighted average to perform a multimodal classification, drawing on the weights
proposed by the psychologist Mehrabian [53].
Other auxiliary technologies are also present in the tool, such as the D3js visualization kernel [54],
which assists in the development of visualizations for the web, and the Django framework [55],
which facilitates the construction of interactive web applications. Additionally, the FFMPEG [56]
and Pyaudio [57] tools assist in the manipulation and editing of video and audio files, respectively,
to synchronize the various files submitted to the tool and to perform pre-processing operations such as
silence removal.
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4.3. Functionalities
This section introduces the key features of UXmood, including the organization of the
data into projects, filters and details on-demand, the visualization dashboard and the sentiment
analysis techniques.
4.3.1. Projects, Test, and Task Organization
The tool organizes all the data involved in a hierarchy of projects, tests and tasks. Each project
may contain multiple test sets, which in turn may contain a set of tasks that belongs to a participant.
This organization makes it possible to perform visual analysis per participant, consider all or a partial
number of tasks and perform a comparative analysis by task type or group of participants. Figure 4
displays the project, test and task menus, and a list of registered tests.

Figure 4. The menus (a) to register tests or tasks in a project, which are displayed as a list (b).

To register a new test to the tool, the specialist must fill in the form shown in Figure 5, providing
the project that the test belongs to, the name of the test (usually an identifier of the participant that
tested the application), the start and end time of the test, the media files of the user interaction during
the test and the respective relative start and end times of the test to synchronize the files.

Figure 5. Test registration form.

To register the tasks related to a test, the specialist must fill the form shown in Figure 6, providing
the task name, start and end time and task result (e.g., success, incorrect, timeout). The test video is
available in this step to assist the specialist in setting the start and end time of the task.
Emotion, polarization and quantitative filters are present in the tool so that the analyst can
decrease or increase the complexity of the dashboard visualizations (Section 4.3.2). If only some
emotions or polarizations are relevant to the context of the test, the specialist can reduce the types
of emotions or polarizations to narrow the focus on the relevant ones (e.g., filtering out neutral
polarization). The filters also act as a legend to the color and icons that are used in the visualization.
Figure 7 shows the sets of filters available—emotions, polarity, and quantitative.
Since the tool presents videos and animations, the interface also contains a control that follows
a media player metaphor (Figure 8) through which the specialist can pause, resume, fast-forward
and rewind the footage. This control enables the synchronized control of the presented media,
including interaction logs, audio and videos of the test.
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Another type of interaction is details on-demand, which presents information that is not visually
available in the dashboard or amplifies the displayed information with another level of detail
(Section 4.3.2). The details on-demand appears as a tooltip when hovering over a visual element, which
also triggers a highlight on the same element in the other visualizations as a brushing interaction.
For example, Figure 9 shows the detail when hovering over a sentiment representation, providing
details of the task that was being performed (Figure 9a), the video frame of that moment (Figure 9b)
or the transcribed speech of the user (Figure 9c), so the specialist can better understand what caused
the sentiment.

Figure 6. Task registration form.

Figure 7. Emotion, Polarity and Quantitative legends; the legends act as visualization filters.
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Figure 8. The control that synchronously manipulates the footage of the test.

Figure 9. Details on-demand that provide additional information about the task (a) the video (b) and
transcribed speech (c).

4.3.2. Visualization Dashboard
Figure 1 shows the main interface of UXmood, including its visualization dashboard (Figure 1A).
This set of visualizations allows the specialist to see specific moments of a test through different views,
each focusing on a different data aspect. The visualizations that compose the dashboard are Gantt
chart, stacked bar chart, worldcloud, graph chart, scatterplot, emojis and icons.
The Gantt Chart acts as a sentiment timeline, presenting the time and sentiment of each input
type (video, audio and transcribed speech) and a combined analysis (multimodal). Figure 10 presents
the sentiments classified into emotions (represented by the color of the segments). The time and
duration of each task are also shown at the top of the segments.

Figure 10. The Gantt chart shows the classified sentiment of time segments for each input type; tasks
time and duration are shown at the top of the chart.

The visualization has the option to present the data of the whole test (Figure 11a) or only the parts
that correspond to tasks (Figure 11b).
The Gantt Chart can also be configured to group the segments by task and show only the
predominant sentiment, as shown in Figure 12. In this configuration, the segments of the Gantt chart
are the tasks, with the resolution time and results (correct, incorrect, timeout) of each one also presented
through a progress bar and icon, respectively.
Another configuration to the Gantt Chart is the joint analysis of participants between different tests.
This configuration allows a direct comparison of tests in terms of duration, result and predominant
sentiment. Figure 13 illustrates this configuration; the specialist configured the Gantt chart to
compare the predominant sentiment across the multimodal classification of several participants.
This configuration also presents a mean chart that represents the average sentiment of the participants
in each task.
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The stacked bar chart presents the total proportion of each classified sentiment (in emotions or
polarization), as shown in Figure 14. This visualization shows an overview of how the participant felt
throughout the entire test.

Figure 11. The Gantt chart configured to display emotion information of the whole test (a) or only for
the task segments (b).

Figure 12. Gantt chart configured to represent tasks as segments as tasks: the visualization shows the
duration, result and predominant sentiment of the tasks.

Figure 13. Gantt Chart configured to compare different tests.
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Figure 14. A stacked bar chart of classified emotions (left) and polarity (right).

The wordcloud presents the main words spoken by the participant while performing the tasks,
as shown in Figure 15. The size of the word represents its frequency and the color takes into account
the participant sentiment during the context in which it was cited, which is determined by the text
classifier. For example, in Figure 15, the participant cited the word “region” in eight sentences, most of
them classified as disgust, so this word is associated with this emotion.

Figure 15. Wordcloud of user-spoken words

Graphs and scatterplots are used to present participants’ data of interaction logs, such as mouse
tracking or eye-tracking. The graph view is a scanpath (Figure 16) and it is well suited for eye-tracking
to show the fixations and saccades of the participant during the tests. The scatterplot (Figure 17) shows
the points recorded in the log and can be used in both eye or mouse tracking. The scatterplot is drawn
in a layer above the screen video with the participant interactions, allowing direct and synchronized
correlation of the log coordinates and content on screen. In both visualizations, the colors represent the
associated sentiment during that moment, which is determined by the video classifier, so the specialist
knows where the participant was interacting and the sentiment associated with the interaction.
Icons. One of the visualizations in the UXmood dashboard is a synchronized user-face video
recording during the interaction. In addition to this recording, a sentiment icon is displayed at the
upper left corner to indicate the sentiment that the video classifier inferred at that moment, as shown
in Figure 18.
EmojiText is a new information visualization technique developed especially for UXmood
and it is designed to represent transcribed speech and sentiment analysis data. This visualization
(Figure 19) shows the main words of a sentence—that is, only the nouns, pronouns, verbs,
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and adjectives—representing the emotion or polarization associated with each word while preserving
its meaning and context.
EmojiText presents the words in a directional graph that indicates the sequence in which they
were spoken. Each node represents a word and the emoji in the center of the node represents the
predominant sentiment of all the phrases that the word appeared. This way, if a word appears in more
than one sentence, the associated sentiment is the average sentiment across the different contexts.
The size of the nodes and edges represents the frequency that the sequence of words appeared in
the text, thus bigger nodes represent repeated words and, consequently, have more phrases connected
to it. The color of the edges represent complete phrases, so a change in edge color indicates the end of
a phrase and the start of another one.
Dashboard Configuration. A configuration menu (Figure 20) enables the specialist to alter some
settings that affect how the tool presents the data and which visualizations are used. These settings are:
•
•
•
•

Choose to output the sentiment analysis by emotion (angry, fear, happy, sad, surprise, disgust,
contempt and neutral) or polarization (positive, negative, and neutral).
Choose to display only the intervals that are related to tasks, disregarding the interval between
them if wanted.
Define which types of sentiment analysis to display, choosing between audio, video, text
and multimodal.
Define the duration of time that characterizes a fixation in eye-tracking.

Figure 16. A scanpath graph showing user’s fixation with the associated inferred sentiment.
The numbers in the nodes indicate the order of fixations.
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Figure 17. A scatterplot with the points interacted by the user (mouse or eye tracking), colored by the
associated emotion at interaction time.

Figure 18. User-face video with sentiment icon.

Figure 19. EmojiText, a visualization technique to represent sentiment in texts.
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Figure 20. UXmood configuration screen.

4.3.3. Media and Log Synchronization
During the collection of videos, audios, and logs, they must start recording before the test and end
after the test, which ensures that files can be synchronized or, if necessary, edited to be synchronized.
The process of validating and synchronizing files is performed immediately after the upload of the
files. First, the media files are aligned accordingly to the specified start and end time and then the
parts that are not present in all files are cut. The final result is that all files have the same time length,
and they start and end at the same time, thus being effectively synchronized.
The interaction logs captured by the mouse or eye trackers are loaded into the tool through a csv
file containing the x and y tracked position and timestamp. When loading this data into the tool,
two filters are made to ensure its quality—one to filter out points that are outside the visible range
of the monitor (to remove errors) and another to know if the captured timestamp is within the test
application timestamp in order to maintain synchronization accuracy and integrity.
4.3.4. Sentiment Classification
The scale of emotions used in this paper was the set of primary emotions presented by Paul
Ekman [7], which is composed of seven basic emotions, namely anger, fear, sadness, happiness,
surprise, disgust, contempt. This work also included a neutral emotion for when the classifier cannot
identify one of the primary emotions in the user expressions, such as when lightning conditions or
obstructions impair capture.
In order for UXmood to infer the participant’s emotional state during the test at any given
time or task, sentiment analysis classifiers are used for video, audio, text, or a combination of them
(multimodal). The following is a summary of the classifiers in each category.
For the classification of sentiments for the participant’s face video, three frames per second are
extracted non-sequentially since Yan et al. [20] states that rapid facial microexpressions lasts from
260 ms to 500 ms. These frames are classified by a convolutional neural network, presented in the
article of Arriaga et al. [17], which has a trained implementation with configured parameters available
in an online repository (https://github.com/oarriaga/face_classification). The emotions this classifier
is capable of classifying are angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise, contempt and neutral. To evaluate
this classifier, we tested its accuracy using the RAVDESS base [58], which is a video base with audios
with the seven emotions plus the neutral, and it obtained an accuracy of 63.64%. As more robust
classifiers are developed, this choice can be reviewed and updated in later versions of UXmood.
After the emotions of the video frames are classified, the UXmood performs a linear grouping of
emotions to identify possibly misclassified sentiments. If two single classifications of a sentiment are
surrounded by two or more consecutive classifications of another sentiment, then the sentiment of the
single classification is overridden by the other ones. For instance, if a two-second interval initially has
a second of emotion A, followed by 330 ms of emotion B, and the rest being emotion A, it is reasonable
to assume that every interval should be considered as emotion A, because the emotion B was classified
in a much smaller interval in the middle of intervals of emotion A.
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To perform the audio analysis, the audio can be uploaded in a separate file, or extracted
automatically from the user face video if no audio file is provided. The UXmood divides this audio into
five-second chunks and sends them to a sentiment analysis audio classifier. Initially, the audio classifier
was an SVM (support vector machine) developed by Giannakopoulos et al. [51], which has an accuracy
of 66.34%. However, it was later replaced by another audio classifier, which is a CNN (convolutional
neural network) that, although it is not yet published, has the code available in an online repository
(https://github.com/MITESHPUTHRANNEU/Speech-Emotion-Analyzer). The classifier underwent
an accuracy test by the RAVDESS base [58] and obtained an accuracy of 88.64%.
Audio chunks are also used in a speech recognition algorithm to be transcribed. We used the
Google API [59] to transcribe 5-seconds audio segments each into text. The text segments are classified
by a neural network proposed by Tripathi and Beigi [60], which has a trained implementation
ready to use available in an online repository (https://github.com/Samarth-Tripathi/IEMOCAPEmotion-Detection). In addition to the classifier, the SentiwordNet lexicon dictionary [61] is used to
identify polarization.
The multimodal sentiment analysis combines the results of the previous classifiers using the
7-38-55 rule described by Mehrabian [53], which suggests that only 7% of communication happens on
spoken words (speech content), 38% is in how words are spoken (audio features such as pitch and
volume) and 55% is in the attitudes and facial expressions. UXmood uses these percentages as weights
to compose the text, audio and video classifications into a new, multimodal classification.
The computer used to test the algorithms was a laptop with an Intel i7 7th generation processor,
16 GB of RAM and 1.5 GB of dedicated video memory. The processing time was approximately two
times the duration of the test. Thus, if the input data is a 3-min video (with a corresponding 3-min
audio), the data would be completely available for analysis after 6 min.
4.4. Usage Example
The figures in this paper show UXmood in action analyzing a user test dataset. The dataset
contains video of the user, video of the screen, audio, eye-tracker data and mouse-tracker data,
and belongs to a user test performed by Soares et al. [62]. The paper is an information visualization
study whose test objective was to assess the efficiency and ease of use of adaptive glyphs in treemaps.
They conducted a user test to measure how the proposed technique affects the understanding of the
visualization. This section will explain how the UXmood can be used to analyze this data and the
insights that it can generate to assist in the evaluation of both user experience and usability.
The video of the user’s face was captured in a 1280 × 720 resolution. The audio was captured in
a lapel microphone with sensitivity—−35 ± 2 dB and frequency range: 50–16,000 Hz, and the tests
were conducted in a quiet room, so the words in the audio are distinguishable enough for transcription
and classification. The eye-tracker used in this test was the Tobii 4c tracker.
Since the language spoken by participants of this test was Portuguese, we retrained the audio and
text classifiers before the data processing. For the audio classifier, we used the VERBO dataset [63]
and obtained an accuracy of 78.64%. We used the LibROSA library [64] to perform feature extraction,
following the same training procedures described by the author of the model. For the text classifier,
we used a translated version of the ISEAR dataset [65] available online (https://www.kaggle.com/
shrivastava/isears-dataset), and obtained an accuracy of 70.4%. The transcription API automatically
detects the language, so no further changes are needed. In this section, the dashboard shows Portuguese
data, but in the rest of the paper, the words in visualizations were translated for clarity of presentation.
Their study used a between-subjects design that separated participants into three groups, one
for each variation of the proposed technique. In UXmood, the data of each group can be inputted as
a different project to distinguish between techniques. A total of 36 participants took the tests, 12 for
each group, and each participant performed 13 visual analysis tasks. Thus, each project contains 12
tests and each test encompasses 13 tasks.
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The first step to organize this data is to create the three projects, which is done simply by naming
it through the Project sub-menu show in Figure 4. Then, using the form in Figure 5, the data of each
participant can be entered and synchronized. Immediately after this, the data begins to be processed in
the background to generate sentiment information. After inputting the data for a test, the analyst can
access the form in Figure 6 to determinate the start and end of the tasks of the participant.
When the data is ready to be analyzed, the analyst can access the dashboard of each test.
An example is the one showed in Figure 1. From here, the analyst can replay the interaction and use
the dashboard as a guide for evaluating the sentiment of the participant in each task, as well as if the
task was correctly performed.
This use case uses the whole range of functionalities of UXmood, which is enabled through the
variety of inputted data types. However, not every evaluation methodology collects all these data.
For instance, a study designed around the think-aloud protocol might not collect any video at all
and neither eye-tracking data.
The flexibility of UXmood allows analysts to use the tool with any combination of the supported
data types. In this way, even if, for instance, only audio and mouse-tracking data are available,
the analysis would still be possible. Of course, the multimodal sentiment analysis would be limited to
only audio and text transcription and some visualizations of the missing data types would not appear
in the dashboard. Since no data type is mandatory, any combination of inputs can be used in the tool.
Notice, however, that sentiment analysis is only available when video, audio, or text is used, as they
are the basis of the classification algorithms.
5. Evaluation Methodology
Since UXmood is mainly a visualization tool, it needs to communicate information efficiently to
the user. Although the visualizations we chose (except the proposed EmojiText) are well established in
the visualization community, we apply them in the specific case of sentiment analysis. As specified
in the literature review and summarized in Table 1, few studies use the same visualizations of the
UXmood dashboard and, thus, these visualizations have not yet been tested for the task of sentiment
analysis of user experience.
Thus, we conducted a user study to evaluate if each visualization technique that composes the
UXmood dashboard can indeed be useful in sentiment analysis scenarios. This section discusses
the evaluation design and how the data will be analyzed to generate insights about the UXmood
dashboard. The study has the goal of evaluating if the Gantt chart, Wordcloud, Scanpath/Scatterplot
and EmojiText, can adequately represent sentiment information in addition to the data that they were
designed to show. We want to measure the usability of visualizations and gather positive and negative
regards to point where each visualization can improve.
The chosen study design was a crowdsourced visualization evaluation through an online
questionnaire [66] to assess the data communication efficiency of visualizations. The questionnaire
shows static images of the visualizations and multiple-choice questions that ask the participant to
extract information about the visualized data. The questionnaire also includes groups of Likert Scales
using the format of System Usability Scale (SUS) [67] to assess the ease of interpretation of each
visualization. The System Usability Scale is a group of ten Likert Scales that follows a specific order of
questions. The order and content of those questions enable the quantification of usability into a score
between 0 and 100. The creator of the SUS stipulates the score 51 as a baseline for a reasonable usability
level, and collecting scores for each visualization will clarify if they achieve this threshold.
The link to the questionnaire was shared with undergraduate and graduate students of computer
science at local universities. The visualization images follow an explanation of the visual data mappings
and datasets, so participants do not need previous experience either in information visualization or in
sentiment analysis. A total of 122 participants had partaken the tests.
The questionnaire initially asks the participant about the frequency of use of visualizations in
study or work. This question is important because people with a higher level of expertise might
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find the visualizations easier to interpret, while others might find it difficult. Although this is not
a significant issue, given that people can be trained to increase their level of visualization literacy,
difficult visualizations might be improved to be easier for lay users.
The questionnaire begins with an explanation of the test procedure and some background
information on why the visualizations are being evaluated. Then the questionnaire introduces the Gantt
Chart, explaining the data that it shows and how the information is visually codified. Following the
explanation is a pilot question, whose data is not considered in the results, to familiarize with how the
multiple-choice questions will ask the user to perform an analysis task.
Then, a static image with a Gantt Chart appears. The image accompanies three tasks, each one
having four possible answers. Having been introduced to the visualization and the procedure of the
task, the participant can analyze the visualization to perform the three tasks. After performing the tasks,
the participant answers the SUS Likert Scales about the usability of the visualization in presenting the
information that the tasks required. Finally, an open question asks the participant to leave an optional
text comment regarding the positive and negative aspects of the visualization. This process repeats
for the Wordcloud, Scanpath/Scatterplot and EmojiText. The Scanpath and Scatterplots are tested
together, as they show two complementary views of the same data and thus can be used together to
answer the tasks.
The data that is represented by the visualizations are real, and were extracted from the usage
example described in Section 4.4. The tasks for each visualization were also based on the usage
example, being real tasks that the analyst performed covering a range of common visual queries such
as search, compare, identify, and locate. An example would be a task for WordCloud—“What is the
predominant emotion of the most frequent words.” The participant would compare the size of the
words, and identify the emotion color that appears the most between the bigger ones. Another example
would be a task for Gantt Chart—“What is the predominant sentiment in the tasks that had wrong
answers?”. In this case, the participant had to locate the tasks with wrong answers and compare them
to see the emotion color that occurs the most.
6. Results and Discussion
This section presents the data gathered through the questionnaire and discuss how it can be used
to improve the visualizations’ design for future work.
Figure 21 shows the accuracy of answers for the visualizations in each task and Table 2 shows the
most cited problems in the open question of the questionnaire. Together they can generate insights on
the problems of each visualization.
Accuracy of Answers
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Figure 21. The accuracy of answers in the questionnaire tasks.
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Table 2. Most cited issues in the open question of the questionnaire.
Most Cited Problems in Visualizations
Gantt Chart

Wordcloud

Scanpath/Scatterplot

EmojiText

Too much sentiments and colors.

Focus tends to be on the bigger words.

Visual clutter.

Sentence identification difficulty.

Small visualization.

Comparison difficulty.

Too much colors.

Confusion with node and edge colors.

Interpretation difficulty.

Unorganized layout.

Complex visualization.

Overlap in some labels.

The Gantt Chart had the worst performance, with most participants answering the questions
incorrectly. The primary reason for this low accuracy, according to the analysis of the open question,
is that the visualization shows too many sentiments, which makes the colors hard to distinguish.
Participants also thought that the bars that compose the Gantt chart were sometimes too thin and thus
it was hard to locate the answers.
The Wordcloud had slightly more correct answers than incorrect ones but there were still errors.
Participants thought that it was difficult to compare the size of the words and that the visualization
does not have any temporal component to see the order of words.
The Scanpath and Scatterplot also had more correct answers. The major downside pointed by
participants was the occlusion that happens on both visualizations when many dots occur in nearby
points. Some participants pointed out that if the visualization had less colors, it could be less cluttered.
The EmojiText also had an overall good performance but with wrong answers.
Participants commented on the tasks that asked how many sentences the visualization shows.
Although the comments were positive for the other analysis tasks—for instance, participants approved
the emojis as sentiment metaphors—many participants thought that the relationship between sentences
was unclear in the visualization. Our design used the color of edges to represent sentences but it was
confused with the color of the nodes.
Figure 22 shows the accuracy according to participants’ expertise, considering participants that
use visualizations at least once a week as being experienced visualization users. The figure shows that
the Scanpath have more accuracy between experienced participants, showing that these visualizations
are not easy to learn. In contrast, EmojiText and Wordcloud performed even slightly better between
inexperienced participants, suggesting that the chosen text visualizations are more intuitive and easier
to grasp regardless of previous experience. The Gantt Chart also had a slight advantage between
experienced participants but the accuracy is low for both groups.
Accuracy
76%

% of Correct Answers
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30%
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Visualizations

Figure 22. The accuracy of answers in the questionnaire tasks.

Figure 23 shows a box-plot of SUS scores for each visualization. The average SUS score of all
visualizations falls in the range 51–68, which is classified as a regular level of usability that has room
for improvement. The Gantt Chart and Scanpath/Scatterplot had the worst usability level and they
were also the ones with the lowest level of accuracy. The Wordcloud and EmojiText had better usability
reports, around 58 and 60 in the score. This score can serve as a guide to prioritize further redesigns.
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Figure 23. The System Usability Scale (SUS) scores of each visualization.

With the analysis of the data, it is possible to elaborate on redesign strategies to improve the
visualizations. The Gantt Chart and Scanpath/Scatterplot received many comments about the excess
of different colors in the visualization. Since the number of colors was a cause of confusion in both
visualizations, one approach to improve visualization understanding would be to reduce the amount
of represented emotions in the dashboard. A more reduced emotion palette could lead to a cleaner
dashboard, which might improve the understanding of the visualizations. This redesign would
also enable the choice of more distinguishable color schemes that could further improve on emotion
differentiation, as more color space is available.
The Gantt Chart also received comments regarding the high amount of information that it shows,
which includes video, audio, text and multimodal sentiment tracks. Another option for improvement
could be to display only the multimodal track of the chart and add a button that displays the other
ones on-demand. Since the majority of participants reported that they paid more attention to the
multimodal track, except when the task explicitly asked for sentiment information of a specific media,
this design choice would be more aligned with the participants’ expectations.
For the Wordcloud, one approach could be to use alternative layouts such as displaying words
with the same emotions in groups, position the words to encode a temporal aspect or split the
visualization into small multiples to represent different tasks. A detail on-demand to display the
frequency of the word can also ease quantification and, consequently, comparison. An interactive filter
to eliminate words with a low frequency of appearance could help in making the visualization cleaner
if the analyst wants to focus only on the most cited words.
For EmojiText, the biggest downside is the representation of sentences. One approach could be to
explore topological layouts to enable a more temporal positioning of nodes. Interactions can also be
added to highlight nodes that belong to the same sentence or even reordering the layout when clicking
on nodes to make the sentence more explicit by positioning them from left to right.
A possible redesign to the Gantt Chart would be to give more focus to the multimodal track
and display the other tracks only when clicking on an expand button. Figure 24 shows how this can
be implemented. The multimodal track could show the proportion of sentiments using horizontally
stacked bars. This redesign reduces the amount of colors and aggregates information to simplify
visualization. These redesigns also include a brief description of visual mappings to ease the
understanding of the visualizations.
For the Wordcloud and Scanpath/Scatterplot, using small multiples could reduce the complexity
caused by the amount of elements on screen. Figure 25 shows how this redesign can be implemented.
In this approach, each task has its own version of the visualization. During the review of interaction,
the current task can be automatically highlighted or zoomed, so the amount of displayed information
is reduced at any given time to avoid clutter.
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Figure 24. Redesign for the Gantt chart. The main track is the multimodal, and the others appear as
details on-demand.

Figure 25. A proposed redesign for the Wordcloud and Scanpath/Scatterplots. Small multiples can
reduce visual clutter and ease interpretation of visualizations.

7. Final Remarks and Future Works
The UXmood tool aims to support UX and usability experts in the assessment process of user tests
for both quantitative and qualitative dimensions of analysis. For this, it uses an interactive dashboard
composed of several visualizations that address one or more aspects of the interaction process or the
user experience, such as emotions or polarizations, task execution time, task success and eye-tracking.
The main visualizations that make up the dashboard are—Gantt chart and stacked bar chart for
representations of emotions and polarizations, scatterplot for the representation of data on eye-tracking
and EmojiText and wordcloud for text representation. All views are permeated with information
on emotions or polarization suggested by UXmood based on sentiment classifiers of the literature.
What makes an automatic recommendation of sentiment valuable is that not only the participants of
tests may have difficulty in expressing their feelings but this expression often takes place at the end
of the tests through questionnaires, instead of during the actual interaction. Automatically inferring
sentiment from data collected during the interaction helps in finding more precise information about
the user experience. UXmood supports eye-tracking data to identify the elements that the participant
observes at a particular time and the frequency of observation, which can assist in explaining the
user’s behavior or emotions regarding a particular view, component or task.
Other features of UXmood includes: presenting to the specialist synchronized data to tell the
history of the interaction and user experience, providing ease of interaction driven by a media player
metaphor of data presentation, enabling the specialist to analyze data over the web, and providing
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flexibility in the visualization dashboard composition. Also worth noting is the design of a new data
visualization for text and sentiment; the EmojiText.
The architecture of UXmood allows for UX specialists without a computer science background to
appreciate the latest technology in UX computational methods. Although we used sentiment analysis
in our tool, the model is flexible enough to enable much more data analysis techniques as it supports
a diversity of data types. Expansions in UXmood include not only the addition of novel automated
data analysis techniques but also the support of data of more sensors such as Electromyogram (EMG),
Electroencephalography (EEG) and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR). In the future, the model can
adapt to the available sensors of the specialist, automatically performing sophisticated data analysis
techniques and presenting the generated information in a customized dashboard, all without requiring
in-depth knowledge of the algorithms involved in the data processing.
We conducted a user study to evaluate the data communication efficiency of the visualizations
in the dashboard. The results pointed out how the visualizations can further improve to represent
information more accurately and to be easier to use. Future work might include the implementation of
the proposed redesigns, evaluating them to see if they mitigate misconceptions that led to errors in
tasks and if they improve the overall usability score. Novel tests might also include combinations of
visualizations, to discover with ones are the most important for sentiment analysis tasks.
Other future directions might include conducting a UXmood assessment with UX and
visualization experts, including new visualization techniques, seeking to automate UX metrics,
including data from other sensors—such as electrocardiography (ECG)—for sentiment analysis,
evaluating new content classifiers, performing more automated synchronization and pre-processing
of media and interaction logs, and expanding language support by providing different idiom
configurations for interface, text classifiers and interface, helping to break the language barrier in user
experience evaluations.
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